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● Idea 1: Fix power, find n_A, n_B to minimize total sample size n. 

● Idea 2: Fix total sample size n, find n_A, n_B to maximize power. 

Both lead to Neyman allocation. Caveat: may lead to ethical 
dilemma (when P_A + P_B > 1, it will assign more patients to 
less successful treatment). 
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Randomized procedures using urn models
● Use urn model to allocate treatment for each subsequent trial 

participant

● Can be shown that ratio NA/NB tends to the relative risk of 
failure in the two treatment groups, QB/QA 

● Two approaches considered in paper: 

(1) Randomized play-the-winner-rule, 

(2) Drop-the-loser rule
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treatment is assigned and the patient's response is observed. 

○ If it is a success, the ball is replaced and the urn remains unchanged. 

○ If it is a failure, the ball is not replaced.

● If a type 0 ball is drawn, no subject is treated, and the ball is 
returned to the urn together with one ball of type A and one ball of 
type B. Ensure that the urn never gets depleted. 



(2) Drop-the-loser (DL) 
● Urn contains balls of three types, type A, type B, and type 0. 

● Ball is drawn at random. If it is type A or type B, the corresponding 
treatment is assigned and the patient's response is observed. 

○ If it is a success, the ball is replaced and the urn remains unchanged. 

○ If it is a failure, the ball is not replaced.

● If a type 0 ball is drawn, no subject is treated, and the ball is 
returned to the urn together with one ball of type A and one ball of 
type B. Ensure that the urn never gets depleted. 

Drop-the-loser (DL) ~ remove balls corresponding to failing treatment 
group
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Take a closer look at simulation results
We plot 

● proportion of rejected nulls (estimator of power), together with 
95% confidence intervals of the mean 

● mean number of failures, together with 95% confidence intervals of 
the mean 

across 9 simulation scenarios considered. 
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● Play-the-winner 
(RPW) does not keep 
the power in 4/9 
cases

● Drop-the-loser (DL) 
does not keep the 
power in 1/9 cases
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● Drop-the-loser (DL) 
does the best job in 
minimizing # of 
treatment failures 
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Reproducible simulation R code available on GitHub:

https://github.com/martakarass/JHU-coursework/tree/master/PH-140-850-Adaptiv
e-Clinical-Trials/final-project 

 Thank you!
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